
DiRT Rally 2.0
Welcome to World Esports Racing Community

WERC 2021 Rally Championship Rulebook
This document contains all about the rules that will be applied to each driver 
of the World Esports Racing Community Championship. The regulation for 
any tournament created by the WERC is intended to encourage the 
participation in all tournaments and that people are taking it serious. Our main 
goal is to enforce a good experience by all Pro, Intermediate and Amateur 
drivers. You are free to invite your colleagues to this championship!!

Organisers:
WERC - World Esports Racing Community
Contact: info@wrcesports.com

Send a email with your questions and comments.

Index:
       Introduction
1. About the WERC Rally Championship
2.   WERC Rally Championship: Driving Assists
3.   WERC Rally Championship: Standings
4.   WERC Rally Championship: Penalties
5.   WERC Rally Championship: Driver Protocol
A.   Annex 1: Shortcuts/cutting corners

WERC channels
Web: www.wrcesports.com
Discord: Discord server
Facebook: Facebook profile
Instagram: Instagram Profile
Twitter: Twitter Account
Twitch: Twitch channel
Youtube: Youtube channel

Monday, 1 March 2021
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Introduction

Welcome to the WERC DiRT Rally 2.0 Rally Championship. It will be a multi-
platform championship (PS4, PC and XB1).

We are very grateful to have an excellent team, full of organisers you can 
contact. Do not hesitate to ask any questions you have!

Some of the reasons for contact that could be given:
• Questions related to the championship regulations
• To inform the organisation that a participant is going to miss an event (only 

those reasons that are considered very important will be studied).
• If you want to contribute with some advice or comment, so we can improve.

Registration:

A. Participants: Register in our web page www.wrcesports.com in which 
they have to indicate their gaming Platform, PS4/Steam/XB1 Gamertag, 
Name and Country. After that, follow the steps to sign-up for a 
championship in their specific section.

B. Teams: Team Manager or leader has to send us an email to 
info@wrcesports.com telling us the PS4/Steam/XB1 Gamertag of each 
one of the drivers or a direct message in WERC Discord to Damian. (see 
section 1.7).

Important dates:

* Of course you are free to join the championship at any moment. If the 
championship has already started you may not be WERC champion.

WERC can modify/update this rulebook during the season with prior notice to 
drivers on Discord.

Table 1: Important Dates

Important Dates Starting Date/Time (UTC) Finish Date/Time (UTC)

1st Registration 03/03/2021 - 00:00 29/03/2021 - 23:59
Publication of the list of 

participants
30/03/2021

Championship 01/04/2021 - 00:00 29/06/2021 - 23:59
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1. About the WERC Rally Championship

1.1 Championship Format:

The WERC Rally Championship consists in:

• 7 rallies of 2 legs and with a maximum of 16 stages per rally.

• 3 categories and 4 divisions: 2000cc [WERC 1] , R5 [WERC 2], R5 
[WERC 3] and R2 [WERC Junior].

• 3 categories and 3 divisions: 2000cc [WERC 1] , R5 [WERC 2] and R2 
[WERC Junior].

• Every round will be opened for 6 days (starting Thursdays at 00:00h and 
finishing at 23:59h UTC on Tuesdays). UTC conversion.

• Standings available in WERC website 7 days after the end of every rally.

• It is a multi-platform championship (PS4, PC and XB1).

1.2 Rally Format:

• 2 legs of competition, 3 days each.

• Number of stages will vary per rally. Minimum 10 and maximum 16.

• Shakedown available.

• Stages conditions over several days with varying weather conditions. 
Weather conditions extracted from weather forecast 1 week before every 
event.

• Power Stage is the final stage of the rally.

1.3 Placement for new drivers and divisions:

Placement based on WERC 2020 season and Tarmac and Gravel 
tournaments. Check list of WERC 1 and WERC 2 admitted drivers in the 
championship section. 
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1.4 Championship Calendar:

*DLC necessary for this rallies.

Winners of the series might be promoted to a better category/division and 
invited to WERC Race Of Champions (WEROC).

1.5 Divisions and Car Choice:

Table 2: Championship calendar

Rally Location / Leg Starting Date/Time (UTC) Finish Date/Time (UTC)

Tasman Rally
New Zealand 01/04/2021 - 00:00 03/04/2021 - 23:59

Australia 04/04/2021 - 00:00 06/04/2021 - 23:59

The Alpine Rally
Germany* 15/04/2021 - 00:00 17/04/2021 - 23:59

MonteCarlo* 18/04/2021 - 00:00 20/04/2021 - 23:59

Forest Rally
USA 29/04/2021 - 00:00 01/05/2021 - 23:59

Finland* 02/05/2021 - 00:00 04/05/2021 - 23:59

Arctic Värmland Rally
Sweden* 13/05/2021 - 00:00 15/05/2021 - 23:59
Sweden* 16/05/2021 - 00:00 18/05/2021 - 23:59

Rally to the Clouds
Argentina 27/05/2021 - 00:00 29/05/2021 - 23:59
Greece* 30/05/2021 - 00:00 01/06/2021 - 23:59

Rally Galicia
Poland 10/06/2021 - 00:00 12/06/2021 - 23:59
Spain 13/06/2021 - 00:00 15/06/2021 - 23:59

UK Rally
Wales* 24/06/2021 - 00:00 26/06/2021 - 23:59

Scotland* 27/06/2021 - 00:00 29/06/2021 - 23:59

Table 3: Divisions and Cars

Division Car Class Cars Allowed

WERC 1 2000cc Ford Focus RS Rally 2001 - Peugeot 206 Rally -
 SUBARU Impreza 2001

WERC 2 R5
Citroën C3 R5 - Ford Fiesta R5 - Mitsubishi Space Star R5

 Peugeot 208 T16 R5 - Skoda Fabia R5
Volkswagen Polo GTI R5

WERC 3 R5 Citroën C3 R5 - Peugeot 208 T16 R5 - Skoda Fabia R5

WERC Junior R2 Ford Fiesta R2 - Opel Adam R2 - Peugeot 208 R2

Division Car Class
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A DRIVER MUST USE THE SAME CAR DURING THE CHAMPIONSHIP.

In the sign up form write the division in which you are going to participate: 
WERC 2 or WERC Junior. WERC 1 not available for newcomers.

1.6 Discards and Event Results:

The worst result of each driver will not be taken into account for the final 
championship standings.

Article 1.6.1 - The organisation's will remove the worst result of each driver.

Article 1.6.2 - A DNS/DNF/DNA result will be automatically a discarded rally.

Article 1.6.3 - Drivers and Teams lose automatically the points earned 
previously in that discarded event.

* See section 4 for more information about DNS/DNF/DNA.

1.7 Team Championship:

The following are the rules which all teams have to follow :

Article 1.7.1 - Minimum number of members of the team is 1 driver. 
Maximum number of 3 drivers within each division.

Article 1.7.2 - All drivers of the same team must choose the same car 
within the same division. Drivers cannot transfer between new or affiliated 
teams during the championship.

Article 1.7.3 - Only the first 2 drivers of a team in each rally and each 
division will get points for the WERC Rally Team Championship.

Banned Banned
Ford Fiesta R5 MKII - Citroén C4 Rally - Ford Focus RS Rally 
2007 - Skoda Fabia Rally 2005 - SUBARU Impreza S4 Rally 

2008 - SUBARU Impreza

Cars AllowedDivision Car Class
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2. WERC Rally Championship: Driving Assists

Those are the driving assists or driving conditions that all drivers must follow.

Damage: Hardcore
Unexpected Moments: Off

Degradation: ✓

Custom Setup: On

✓ indicates the allowed option X indicates the forbidden option

Table 4: Driving Assists

Assist/Mode WERC 1 WERC 2 WERC Junior

ABS X X ✓
Automatic 

transmission X X ✓
Automatic windscreen 

wipers ✓ ✓ ✓
Exterior cameras X ✓ ✓
Clutch override ✓ ✓ ✓
Launch control X X ✓

Off throttle braking X X ✓
Stability control X X ✓

Time control braking X X ✓
Traction control X X ✓
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3. WERC Rally Championship: Standings

3.1 Rally Points System:

The points system per division is shown in the following table:

3.2 Power Stage Points:

Top 5 drivers of category in the Power Stage stage will get extra points:

Table 6 shows the points distribution as a function of the Power Stage final 
position in each division.

Table 5: Points earned according to the final position

Position Points: 
WERC 1

Points 
WERC 2 

WERC Junior
Position

Points 
WERC 2 

WERC Junior
Position

Points 
WERC 2 

WERC Junior

1 25 50 11 15 21 5
2 18 43 12 14 22 4
3 15 37 13 13 23 3
4 12 32 14 12 24 2
5 10 30 15 11 25 1
6 8 28 16 10
7 6 26 17 9
8 4 24 18 8
9 2 22 19 7
10 1 20 20 6

Table 6: Power Stage points
Position Points

1 5
2 4
3 3

4 2
5 1
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3.3 Championship standings:

If two or more drivers finish the championship with the same number of 
points, the higher place in the championship shall be awarded to:

I. The holder of the greatest number of first places.

II. If the number of first places is the same, the holder of the greatest 
number of second places and so on until a winner emerges.

III. If this procedure fails to produce a result, the WERC will nominate the 
winner according to such criteria as it thinks fit.

3.4 Team Championship Standings:

The points for the WERC Rally Team Championship will be the sum of the 
points obtained in each event for the first 2 drivers classified of each team 
within each division.

If two or more teams finish the championship with the same number of points, 
the final positions will be based on the same clauses described in section 
3.3.

3.5 Final Standings:

Once the championship is over, the final standings will be published. During 
the championship and after each round the provisional standings will be 
published. These standings are not definitive and will be modified 
according to the dropped round.

3.6 Promotion/Demotion:

Drivers with less than 50% participation will demote to the lower category. 
Over the number of drivers in one division with more than 50% participation 
rate, 10% will promote to the higher category and 10% will demote to the 
lower one. Drivers who promoted/demoted in the previous season will be 
informed before the new season start. Only WERC 2 drivers promote. WERC 
Junior does not give you access to a better category.
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4. WERC Rally Championship: Penalties

Remember, if you are registered to the WERC Rally Championship, you 
commit yourself with other drivers to race for a full championship and not just 
a few rallies.

4.1 DNS / DNF / DNA:

4.1.1 DNS: Did Not Started:

Article 4.1.1 - The organisers have the right to kick drivers out of the 
championship, if they don’t participate. Drivers can only have 1 DNS without 
giving an important reason to the organisers. If a driver reaches 2 DNS, they 
might be kicked out of the championship. A rally will count as a discarded 
rally if a DNS occurs.

*See section 4.1.3 for more information about DNS.

4.1.2 DNF: Did Not Finished:

Must remember: A DNF could happened because of a huge collision and un-
recoverably car, however it is important to have a really good finishing 
probability.

Article 4.1.2 - A deliberate crash of your car or quitting the game deliberately 
by any way, due to being angry with yourself, is not allowed.

4.1.3 DNA: Did Not Attend:

Article 4.1.3 - WERC understands that in some cases the driver can not 
attend an event due to private reasons. In those cases, the driver must 
contact the organisers by email or Discord (giving an important reason).

4.2 DSQ: Disqualified:

Article 4.2 - In addition to the expulsions described in section 4, the WERC 
reserves the right to disqualify a participant if a fraudulent game is detected 
(double account, hacks, wallriding, cutting corners, among many others) 
which ruins the other participants. It’s prohibited to quit the game between 
stages with no service areas. See Annex 1 for more information.
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4.3 Wrong Car:

Article 4.3 - Drivers must use the same car throughout the championship. In 
the special case of teams, all members participating in a division must use 
the same car. If you compete with a different car, WERC will study the case 
and apply a penalty: 

- 5 points penalty if you use a different car of the same division.
- DSQ if you use a car of a different division.

4.4 Racenet failures: 

It may happen that there are failures in Racenet at some point. We are not 
responsible and that may affect the dates of the championship, being these 
modified with prior notice to the users via WERC Discord.

Faults in the time records in a stage in Racenet are common. If a contestant 
sees that a time is badly submitted, they must contact the organisers by 
info@wrcesports.com or WERC Discord. You will be asked about an image 
or screenshot of the times on your platform. In this way, the organisation can 
add them and publish the final and corrected results of each rally.

Article 4.4 - A driver that DNF for any reason on the stages between last 
service and last stage, will not get Power Stage points. They will have a 
penalty for PS according to the missed stages.

5.   WERC Rally Championship: Driver Protocol

5.1 Sharing Content:

Drivers are aimed to cite the official channel of WERC Rally Championship 
in their channels to share easily the content related to this events and future 
events. It is not mandatory but the organisers thanks you.

5.2 Web Registration:

To complete the registration it is MANDATORY to register on the WERC 
website www.wrcesports.com, following the steps and filling out the form in all 
fields. Follow the specific website section instructions to sign-up. 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DiRT Rally 2.0
Welcome to the World Esports Racing Community

WERC Rally Championship Annex 1
Introduction

Shortcuts in DiRT Rally 2.0 are very important and they have to be under 
control. So that, the following rules have been written in order to enforce a fair 
competition.

A. Annex 1: Shortcuts/cutting corners & quitting the game

Drivers have to send us their videos of 2 stages after every rally, one per 
leg. These stages are secret for WERC 1 and WERC 2 drivers until the 
end of the rally when a post on WERC Discord will reveal them. Drivers 
in WERC Junior will send us the videos of the last stage of each leg 
always. Those videos can be sent by a link to any platform (for example, 
Youtube, Twitch, etc) in the specific channel of our WERC Discord.

Drivers could record them at speed x16 and any camera angle using replay 
mode or stream the event.

Video is mandatory if you finish in Top 5 of your division and in addition, 
1-5 drivers might be chosen randomly after every rally. Organisers will 
post a message in Discord tagging all drivers involved and they will have 48h 
to submit their videos. It helps to check track limits, if the camera is chase 
cam.

Stage’s videos have to be sent after the end of the rally, i.e, from 
Wednesdays at 12:00h UTC to Fridays at 11:59h UTC. If the video has not 
been sent the driver will have a penalty. 

2 wheels must be inside track limits all the time, unless the default co-
driver says “cut”, then you can cut 1 car width. Stewards will investigate 
every action and they will apply the proper penalty. All penalties will be 
published on Saturdays 12:00h UTC and drivers have until Sundays at 
12:00h UTC to appeal.

If a driver makes a mistake and cut unwittingly, they must slow down and 
brake to compensate the time they have gained illegally. So that stewards will 
take that into account.
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A.1 Penalties: Shortcuts/cutting corners

Article A.1.1 - No video submission: 5 points penalty per stage missing —> 
Drivers must record their runs through the stages including timer and only 
drivers chosen by our system have to share it in our Discord server. Example:

Article A.1.2 - Video & late submission:
• Less than 1h late —> Warning and next time next penalty will be applied.

• More than 1h late but before Friday at 23:59h UTC —> 3 points penalty per 
requested stage.

• Later than Friday at 23:59h UTC —> 5 points per requested stage.

Article A.1.3 - Timer missing in videos —> Same penalty as for “No video 
submission”, except drivers demonstrate its truthfulness in a full video/
stream.

Article A.1.4 - Shortcuts/Cutting corners: 
• Depending on the severity of the shortcut/cut -> Penalties range go from 

warning to several seconds per cut and in case of repetition the time of 
the penalty will be considerably increased.

Article A.1.5 - Repeated actions:
• First time: Penalty x1 + warning
• Second time: Penalty x1.5 + warning
• Third time: DSQ
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A.2 Penalties: Quitting the game

It’s prohibited to quit the game between stages with no service areas and in 
all service areas during an event, with the following exceptions. 
 
WERC 1 - Drivers of the first division can't quit the game in service unless 
they give us an important reason.

WERC 2 - Drivers of the second division can quit the game only in 1 service 
per event and continue other day.

WERC 3 - Drivers of the third division can quit the game only in 1 service per 
event  and continue other day.

WERC Junior - Drivers of the junior division can quit the game in all 
services and continue other day. The abuse of this rule might imply a penalty.

Article A.2.1 - Penalty for quitting the game in more services than the allowed 
number according to your division:
• 5 seconds per minute of stages from the last service to the end of the 

event.

Article A.2.2 - Penalty for quitting the game between stages with no service 
areas:
• DSQ from the event + points penalty equal to the points the winner gets in 

that division.

Article A.2.3 - Repeated actions:
• First time: Penalty x1 + warning
• Second time: Penalty x1.5 + warning
• Third time: DSQ 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